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This invention relates to an aluminum diecast 
ing machine having a shot cylinder aSSembly. 
The principal object of the present invention 

is the provision of an aluminum diecasting na 
chine having a fast moving plunger with an extra 
thrust at the latter portion of the strokes which 
is accomplished Without the use of excessive line 
pressure or expensive pump equipment. 
Another object is to provide means to unload 

or relieve extra thrust to said plunger before 
opening the dies of said machine. 
A further object is to provide means to regulate 

the thrust to said plunger to any desired degree. 
Other objects are economy of construction, 

ease and efficiency of operation and adaptability 
for use with diecasting machines for the cast 
ing of materials of Various compositions. 
With these objects in view as well as other ob 

jects which will appear in the course of the speci 
fication, reference will be had to the drawing 
Wherein the single drawing is a diagrammatic 
view of an aluminum diecasting machine, which 
is better and more completely shown in my co 
pending application, Serial No. 700,413, filed Oc 
tober 1, 1946, now matured into Patent No. 
2,492,259, and also in the drawing is a diagram 
matic showing of the associated hydraulic equip 
ment embodying the present invention. 

In the drawing like reference characters refer 
to similar parts and the numeral is designates a 
machine base provided adjacent its one end with 
a Vertically disposed fixed platen f6 to which the 
stationary part 18 of the die or mold 20 is rigidly 
attached, 
Adjustably mounted on the other end of base 4 

is an end plate 22. Parallel tie bars 24 tie the 
fixed platen 6 and the end plate 22 together. 
The movable part 34 of the die or mold is mount 
ed on a movable platen 36 which is slidably 
mounted on the parallel tie bars. 24. 
To effect the desired opening and closing of the 

die members, a reciprocating movement is im 
parted to the movable platen 36 by a toggle link 
age comprising side bars 38, toggle links 40, cross 
head 42, and a piston rod 44. Toggle links 
are respectively pivotally connected to side bars 
38 by means of pin 39 and to cross head 42 by a 
pin 4, and side bars 38 are pivoted to platen 36 
by pins 43. A cylinder 46 is provided With means 
to receive fluid under pressure, which serves to 
move the piston 47 to drive piston rod 44. 
The shot cylinder 50 and the booster cylinder 

52 are important elements which Will be further 
explained in their operations to deliver molten 
Imetal into the die, 
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Shot cylinder 50 is rigidly fixed in relation to 

base 4, and is provided with a piston 53 to which 
a piston rod 54 is mounted for reciprocation by 
the action of fluid pressure alternately fed to op 
posite ends of said cylinder. Piston rod-54 car 
ried by piston 53 extends through the inner end 
of cylinder 50. A plunger 58 mounted on the end 
of piston rod 5 operatively fits in bore 60 leading 
to the mold cavity, and when the piston 52 is at its 
outer end of travel the plunger 58 will be moved 
to uncover metal inlet port 64. With the plunger 
in this position, molten metal will flow into bore 
6 SO that with the next stroke of the piston 53 a. 
charge of metal will be forced into the die"mold. 
Booster cylinder 52 mounted on cylinder 5G is 
provided with a piston 66 of relatively small diam 
eter carrying a piston rod 68 which extends inte 
shot cylinder 5 ahead of piston 53. 
At the lower left hand corner of the sheet of 

drawing is shown an open tank 70, pumps 72 and 
74 which are driven by a motor 76. At the ex 
treme right of the drawing is an accumulator 78 
to store up a large volume of oil or other hy 
draulic fluid which is pumped in through pipe 
80 by pump 72 to the bottom of the accumulator 
against a predetermined volume of nitrogen or 
Some other inert gas contained in said accumu 
lator. The pressure in the accumulator will rise 
to the normal delivery pressure of the pump and 
will have instant delivery to the shot cylinder 50 
When the control valve is opened. Pipe '80 is pro 
vided with a check valve 82 to prevent reverse 
flow, and with a shut-off valve 84. Throughout 
the drawing it will be noted that the operative 
pressure pipes are indicated by double lines, while 
the control pressure pipes are indicated by single 
lines. 
A pilot valve 86 is connected to pipe 80 by pipes 

88 and 90, and an exhaust line 92 returns from 
said pilot valve to tank 70. Pipe, 94 interconnects 
valve 86 with shot cylinder 50 ahead of piston 
53 through a throttling valve 96 and spring load 
ed check valve 98. Pipe 100 connects valve 86 
with cylinder 50 behind piston 53. Pilot valve 
85 is controlled by a sliding spool f O2. It will be 
noted that when said spool is in its left position 
as shown in the drawing, fluid from pressure 
pipe 80 will pass through pipe 88, pilot valve 86, 
pipe 94, throttling valve 96, and check valve 98 
to shot cylinder 50, forcing piston 53 to the left, 
At the same time, fluid contained in cylinder 50 
behind piston 53 will be exhausted through pipe 
00, valve 86, and pipe 92 to tank 70. When 

spool fo2 is moved to the right, fluid will pass 
through pipe 90, pilot valve 86 and pipe 100 to 
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cylinder 50 behind piston 53, forcing said piston 
to the right, and fluid ahead of said piston Will 
be exhausted through pipe 94, valve 36, and pipe 
92 to tank TO, check valve 98 being opened to per 
mit reverse flow by means hereinafter deScribed. 
The opposite ends of spool 92 of pilot Valve 

86 are formed to present pistons fo4 and 06 re 
spectively, disposed in cavities in the wave body 
and adapted to be acted upon by fluid under 
pressure to operate the spool. Fluid for this 
purpose is furnished by control valve 08, which 
is of the rotary plug type controlled manually 
by handle O. When said handle is moved clock 
wise as shown, fluid under pressure from pump 
2 passes through pipes 2 and 4, through 

control valve 08 to pipe 6, and thence to pilot 
valve 86 to act on piston 04 to move spool fo2 to 
the left. At the same time, fluid exhausted by 
piston 06 passes through pipes ft 8 and f20, 
control valve O8, pipe f22, and pipe 24 to tank 
TO. When handle O is moved counter-clock 
wise, fluid entering control valve G8 is connected 
with pipe 20, and thence through pipe 8 to 
act on piston O6 to move spool O2 to the right. 
Fluid exhausted at this time by piston 04 flows 
through pipe f6, control valve 08, and tank 
return pipes 22 and 24. Pipe 20 is also con 
nected with spring loaded check valve 98, and 
is adapted to supply fluid for operating a piston 
26 adapted to open said waive. 
Pipe 94 leading from pilot valve 86 to shot 

cylinder 50 is also connected with booster cylin 
der 52 ahead of piston 66 by means of pipe 28, 
in which are inserted throttling valve 30, and 
adjustable pressure regulator valve 32. A cross 
connecting pipe f34 interconnects pipes 94 and 
28, and a valve 36 is inserted in said by-pass 
pipe. Said valve is of the sliding piston type, 
and is Spring loaded to be held normally closed. 
Fluid under pressure from pump 2 flows through 
pipe 2, push button valve 38, and pipe f40 to 
relief valve 36, where it acts on piston 42 to 
open said valve. Walve 38 is spring loaded to 
normally maintain connection between pipe 40 
and tank return line 24. Only when said valve 
is depressed manually is pipe 40 connected with 
pressure line 2. 

Die operating piston 47 is controlled by a pilot 
valve 44 and a control valve 46 similar to pilot 
valve 86 and control valve 08 which operate the 
shot and booster pistons. Pipes 48 and 50 in 
terconnect pump 74 with pilot valve 44, and 
exhaust pipe 52 returns from said valve to tank 
O. Pipes 54 and 56 interconnect said pilot 

valve with cylinder 46 respectively in front of and is 
behind piston 47. Pilot valve 44 is controlled 
by a sliding spool 58. When said spool is at the 
right end of its travel as shown in the drawing, 
fluid under pressure from pump 74 flows through 
pipe 48, valve 44, and pipe 54 to cylinder 46, 
forcing piston 4 to the right, and fluid behind 
said piston is exhausted through pipe 56, Valve 
44, and pipe 52 to tank O. When spool 58 

is at the left end of its travel, fluid from pump 
74 flows through pipe 5, valve 44, and pipe 
f56 to cylinder 46 to force piston 41 to the left, 
and fluid in front of said piston is exhausted 
through pipe S4, valve 44, and pipe 52. The 
opposite ends of spool 58 are formed to present 
pistons 60 and 62 respectively for moving said 
spool. Fluid for actuating said pistons is fur 
nished by control valve 46 similar to valve to8 
and having i a manual operating handle í 64. 
When said-handle is moved clockwise as shown 
in the drawing, fluid from pump 4 flows through 
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pipes 48 and 66 to valve 46, and is connected 
thereby with pipe 68, which delivers fluid to 
the left end of pilot valve 44 to actuate piston 
66. When handle 64 is moved counter-clock 

wise, fluid entering valve 46 through pipe 66 
is connected with pipe O, which delivers fluid 
to the right end of pilot valve 44 to actuate 
piston f62. Fluid exhausted by pistons 60 and 
62 is returned from valve 46 to tank return 

line 24 by pipe T2. 
The operation of the diecasting machine is 

Substantially as follows. With the machine Open, 
with both the die operating piston 4 and shot 
piston 53 retracted, the operator first moves 
handle 64 of control valve 46 clockwise, as 
shown in the drawing. Fluid under preSSure 
then flows from pump 6 through pipes f48 and 
G6, valve 46, and pipe 68 to pilot valve 4, 

actuating piston 60 to move valve Spool 58 to 
the right. Fluid then flows through pipe f48, 
pilot waive 44, and pipe 54 to cylinder 46 ahead 
of piston 47, forcing said piston to the right to 
move the movable platen 36 to the right to bring 
the die members 34 and 8 together. When the 
die is closed, side bars 38 of the toggle mecha 
Inism are pivoted outwardly by toggle links 40 
to engage shoes 45 to lock the dies in the closed 
position. A suitable charge of molten metal is 
then introduced into bore 60 of fixed platen 6 
ahead of plunger 58 through port 64, by any 
suitable means not shown. The operator then 
moves handle O of control valve 08 clockwise, 
as shown in the drawing, thereby permitting fluid 
under pressure to flow from pump 72 through 
pipes f2 and 4, valve 08, pipe 6 to pilot 
valve 36, where it actuates piston 04 to move 
valve spool 102 to the left. Fluid from pump 2 
then flows through pipe 80, pipe 88, valve 86, 
pipe 94, throttling valve 96, and check valve 98 
to shot cylinder 50, forcing piston 53 to the left, 
whereby plunger 58 forces the charge of molten 
metal into the die cavity. At the same time, 
fluid pressure passes through pipes 28, throttling 
valve 30, and regulating valve 32 to booster 
cylinder 52, advancing booster piston 66. Thus 
the shot and booster pistons move simultaneous 
ly, but throttling valve 30 restricts fluid flow to 
the booster cylinder so that the shot piston 53 
completes its stroke before booster piston 66 com 
pletes its stroke. 
When the fluid pressure in shot cylinder 50 

reaches full pump pressure, fluid flow through 
pipe 94 ceases and check valve 98 closes auto 
matically, and piston 53 stops movement because 
the mold cavity has become filled with molten 
metal. However, fluid continues to flow through 
pipe 28, and booster piston 66 continues to move 
forwardly, whereby piston rod 68 displaces fluid 
in cylinder 50. The pressure in cylinder 50 is 
thereby increased to a level equal to the pressure 
introduced into booster cylinder 52 multiplied by 
the ratio of the areas of piston 66 and piston rod 
68. The increased booster pressure in shot cyl 
inder 50 produces additional forward movement 
of shot piston 53 and plunger 58, and thereby 
functions to feed additional metal into the die 
mold, to feed the shrink of the casting, reduce 
the porosity of the casting, and provide a 
Smoother surface on the casting. The speed of 
the stroke of shot piston 53 may be regulated by 
throttling valve 96, and throttling valve 30 is 
adjusted to provide the speed differential in the 
strokes of pistons 53 and 66 as previously de 
scribed. The magnitude of the pressure sup 
plied by the b0Oster piston may be controlled by 
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regulating valve f32, which closes automatically 
whenever the fluid pressure supplied to cylinder 
52 reaches a predetermined level. 

It will be noted that the entire booster pressure 
is transmitted through plunger 58, the casting, 
and movable platen 36 to the die-operating toggle 
mechanism. If said toggle mechanism Were 
opened while the extreme booster pressure Was 
being applied, it would be subjected to violent 
shocks which would shorten the life of the ma" 
chine. Thus, as the first step in opening the 
machine, the operator manually depresses push 
button valve 38 to interconnect pump pressure 
line f2 with pipe -40, whereby fluid is conducted 
to relief valve 36 to open said valve by actuating 
piston 42. The opening of said valve by-passes 
fluid from shot cylinder 50 to pipe 28, which 
is at pump pressure. The pressure in cylinder 
50 is thereby reduced to pump pressure, and the 
dies may be opened under this load without 
damage to the toggle mechanism. While hold 
ing valve 38 depressed, the operator turns handle 
64 of control valve 46 counter-clockwise, thus 
admitting fluid under pressure to pipe 70 to actu 
ate piston f62 to move spool 58 of pilot valve 
44 to the left. Fluid under pressure from pump 
74 thereupon flows through pipe 50, pilot valve 
44, and pipe 56 to cylinder 46 behind piston 47, 

forcing said piston to the left to open the die 
members. As the die members separate, the pres 
sure in shot cylinder 50 drops, check valve 98 
opens, and additional fluid flows into said cylin 
der to force piston 53 still farther to the left. 
Plunger 58 is thereby advanced to eject the resid 
ual slug of metal from bore 60. When said slug 
has been ejected, the operator moves handle O 
of control valve 08 counterclockwise, thereby 
supplying fluid under pressure to pipes 20 and 
i? 8, whereby check valve 98 is opened and spool 
02 of pilot valve 86 is moved to the right. Fluid 

under pressure from pipe 80 then flows through 
pipe 90, pilot valve 86, and pipe 00 to cylinder 
50 behind piston 53, forcing said piston to the 
right. Piston 58 strikes the inner end of piston 
rod 68 and forces piston 66 to its retracted posi 
tion. Fluid ahead of piston 53 is exhausted 
through pipe 94, open check valve 98, valve 96, 
pilot valve 86, and pipe 92 to tank 70, Fluid 
ahead of booster piston 66 is exhausted through 
pipe 28, regulating valve 32, and valve 30 to 
pipe 94. The machine is then ready for repeti 
tions of the cycle as desired. 
Thus it is apparent that a die-casting machine 

having several advantages has been produced. 
The injection pressure builds up smoothly and 
Without steps from Zero to many times pump 
preSSure. 
The magnitude and Speed Of thrust are readily 

adjustable. Expensive pumping equipment and 
eXCeSSiWe line presSuures are not neceSSary to pro 
duce to booster pressure. Check valve 98 and 
relief valve 36 are the only valves subjected to 
the multiplied pressure and it is contemplated 
that these valves be built directly into the thick 
ened walls of shot cylinder 50. The die-operating 
toggle mechanism is protected from damage by 
excessive preSSure. It is obvious that control 
valve f46 and push-button valve 38 could be 
so related, either mechanically or hydraulically, 
that the dies could not be opened so long as full 
bOOster pressure is being applied to the shot 
pistOn. 
While I have shown a specific embodiment of 

Any invention, it is apparent that many minor 
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6 
variations could be made without departing from 
the spirit of the invention. 
'What I claim is: 
1. In a die-casting machine of the class de 

scribed having a die mold, a plunger adapted to 
inject a charge of molten metal into said mold, 
a hydraulically operated shot piston adapted to 
actuate said plunger, a hydraulic cylinder rigidly 
associated with said mold and in which said shot 
piston operates, a booster piston, a hydraulic cyl 
inder rigidly connected to said shot cylinder and 
in which said booster piston operates, a rod fixed 
to said booster piston and extending into Said 
shot cylinder, a pair of conduits interconnected 
respectively with said shot and booster cylinders, 
a hydraulic pump interconnected with said con 
duits and operable to deliver fluid under pressure 
simultaneously to said cylinders through said 
conduits, whereby said shot piston is advanced 
to cause said plunger to inject molten metal into 
said mold and whereby said booster piston, is 
advanced to move said rod into said shot cylinder 
to displace fluid therein, a check valve disposed 
into the conduit leading to said shot cylinder and 
adapted to prevent reverse flow therein, and a 
flow restriction disposed in the conduit loading 
to said booster cylinder, whereby said booster 
piston is caused to advance more slowly than 
said shot piston. 

2. In a die-casting machine of the class 
described having a die mold, a plunger adapted 
to inject a charge of molten metal into Said 
mold, a hydraulically operated shot piston 
adapted to actuate said plunger, a hydraulic 
cylinder rigidly associated with said mold and in 
which said shot piston operates, a booster piston, 
a hydraulic cylinder rigidly connected to Said 
shot cylinder and in which said booster piston 
operates, a rod fixed to said booster piston and 
extending into Said shot cylinder, a pair of Con 
duits interconnected respectively with Said Shot 
and booster cylinders, a hydraulic pump inter 
connected with said conduits and operable to 
deliver fluid under pressure simultaneously to 
said cylinders through Said conduits, whereby 
said shot piston is advanced to cause said plunger 
to inject molten metal into Said mold and Where 
by said booster piston is advanced to move said 
rod into said shot cylinder to displace fluid 
therein, a check valve disposed into the conduit 
leading to said shot cylinder and adapted to pre 
vent reverse flow therein, and an adjustable 
throttling valve in each of Said conduits whereby 
the relative rate of movement of Said pistons may 
be adjusted. 

3. In a die-casting machine of the class 
described having a die mold, a plunger adapted 
to inject a charge of molten metal into said 
mold, a hydraulically operated shot piston 
adapted to actuate Said plunger, a hydraulic 
cylinder rigidly associated with said mold and 
in which Said shot piston operates, a booster 
piston, a hydraulic cylinder rigidly connected to 
said shot cylinder and in which said booster 
piston Operates, a rod fixed to Said booster piston 
and extending into Said shot cylinder, a pair of 
conduits interconnected respectively with said 
shot and booster cylinders, a hydraulic pump 
interconnected with said conduits and operable 
to deliver fluid under pressure simultaneously to 
Said cylinders through Said conduits, whereby 
said shot piston is advanced to cause said plunger 
to inject molten metal into said mold and where 
by Said booster piston is advanced to move said 
rod into Said shot cylinder to displace fluid 
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therein, a check valve disposed into the conduit 
leading to said shot cylinder and adapted to 
prevent reverse flow therein, a flow restriction in 
the conduit leading to said booster cylinder, 
whereby said booster piston is caused to advance 
more slowly than Said shot piston, and a preSSure 
regulating valve disposed in said last named 
conduit intermediate said flow restriction and 
Said booster cylinder. 

4. In a die-casting machine of the class de 
scribed having a die mold, a plunger adapted to 
inject a charge of molten metal into said mold, 
a hydraulically operated shot piston adapted to 
actuate said plunger, a hydraulic cylinder rigidly 
associated with said mold and in which said shot 
piston operates, a booster piston, a hydraulic 
cylinder rigidly connected to said shot cylinder 
and in which said booster piston operates, a rod 
fixed to said booster piston and extending to said 
shot cylinder, a pair of conduits interconnected 
respectively with Said shot and booster cylinders, 
a hydraulic pump interconnected with said con 
duits and operable to deliver fluid under pressure 
simultaneously to said cylinders through said 
conduits, whereby Said shot piston is advanced 
to cause said plunger to inject molten metal into 
Said mold and whereby said booster piston is 
advanced to move Said rod into said shot cylinder 
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to displace fluid.therein, a check valve disposed 
into the conduit leading to said shot cylinder and 
adapted to prevent reverse flow therein, a flow 
restriction in the conduit leading to Said booster 
cylinder, whereby said booster piston is caused 
to advance more slowly than Said shot piston, a 
by-pass conduit interconnecting said shot and 
booster cylinders, a normally closed valve in said 
by-pass conduit, and means for opening said 
Valve. 

WILLIAM B. BEUSCHER. . 
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